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of thumb is to create four to 10 simply stated beliefs, 
keeping each to no more than six words. For example, 
Zappos has a list of 10, some of which include:

• Deliver WOW through service;
• Embrace and drive change;
• Create fun and a little weirdness,
• Be adventurous, creative and open-minded;
• Pursue growth and learning;
•  Build open and honest relationships with 

communication;
• Build a positive team and family spirit;
• Do more with less;
• Be passionate and determined; and
• Be humble.

Zappos is a company with a strong culture. It’s how 
they get their workforce excited about customer service. 
They also hire first and foremost for culture, and the 
founder has even written a book about it. 

At the company I work for we have four values, 
including: 

• Anticipate the need; 
• Be the challenger; 
• Act with confidence, courage and constancy; and
• Have heart. 

We use these to evaluate employees and even 
potential new clients to determine if they are truly the 
right fit for our organization. 

Create a Recognition Program
We all want to be recognized for our efforts, but 

so many company leaders miss this small, but highly 
impactful part of team motivation. Recognition 
can come in the form of simple, but genuine 
acknowledgments of a job well done or weekly 
“celebrations” in which employees are recognized in an 
e-mail to the entire team or at a team meeting. 

Don’t just limit recognitions to task-related 
achievements. Rather, use this as an opportunity to 
drive home your core values and purpose. Every time 
an employee demonstrates a core value, recognize them 
in front of the entire team. This serves two purposes: it 
underscores the company’s commitment to these core 
values, and it motivates them and other employees to 
uphold them through their actions. 

Recognition can also go beyond simple shout 
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C-Stem Cell 
C-Stem Cell Skin Strengthener uses the 
advanced technology of eco-sustainable plant 
stem cells to provide potent antioxidant support 
that is three times more efficient than typical 
vitamin C sources.
Rhonda Allison
866-313-7546
www.rhondaallison.com
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Highlighting the very latest in skin care products and equipment.

Daily Superfoliant 
Daily Superfoliant is a powder resurfacer 
designed to absorb pollutants and inhibit 
adhesion of pollution particles. The powder 
smoothes skin while combating environmental 
triggers that cause brown spots, fine lines and 
uneven skin tone.
Dermalogica
310-900-4000
www.dermalogica.com

Defining Liner 
Defining Liner uses vitamin E to condition and 
protect the skin around the eye in a long-
wearing, transfer-resistant and smudge-proof 
formula. The eyeliner also features a smudge 
tool and built-in sharpener. 
RevitaLash Cosmetics
877-909-5274
www.revitalash.com

Rapid Repair Facial Moisturizer 
Rapid Repair Facial Moisturizer is formulated to 
soothe dry, irritated winter skin. It is enriched with 
chamomile, azulene, collagen, avocado oil and 
grapeseed oil. 
Dermelect Cosmeceuticals
888-693-3763
www.dermelect.com

RapidEye Firming  
Wrinkle Smoother 
RapidEye Firming Wrinkle Smoother is 
a hydrating, nourishing and invigorating 
eye cream that delivers long-term firming, 
smoothing and uplifting benefits.
RapidLash
877-760-6677
www.rapidlash.com

Age Logic Eye Mask 
Age Logic Eye Mask helps to smooth wrinkles 
and fine lines around the eye and is ideal for 
clients in need of anti-aging products. Key 
ingredients include adenosine triphosphate, 
Actinergie and Dynalift. 
Guinot 
212-532-1030
www.guinotusa.com
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OPENINGS, MOVES & GROWTH

Anna Lotan has four decades of 
experience in creating formulations 
overseas that target various skin 
conditions, and now they’re bringing 
their expertise to the U.S. The 
Israel-based company made their debut 
at Face & Body Southeast.  
www.annalotan-usa.com

Edge Systems was recently acquired by private equity firms DW 
Healthcare and Linden Capital Partners. Clint Carnell will be 
taking over as CEO, and Steve Fanning will be chairman of the
company. Edge will also receive the continued support of Bill 
Cohen and Roger Ignon, who co-founded Edge and drove the 
company to success. www.edgeforlife.com

Continued from Page 12

RapidLash has created a wholesale portal 
where customers can place orders online 
any time of the day. The customer’s first 
online order gets 20% off the entire 
purchase and a free counter display. This 
website will also offer wholesale pricing 
on the company’s entire line on products. 
rapidlashusa. com 
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